Who: Cybersecurity professionals/students, Internal/External Auditors, Compliance/Privacy Officers, General Counsel*

What: 34th Annual SoCal Security Symposium

When: September 12, 2019  Doors open @ 7:00AM

Where: Hilton Orange County, Costa Mesa

Why**:

1) Earn 8 CPEs towards relevant professional certifications

2) Network with local peers and experts in cybersecurity and privacy

3) Learn more about CA Consumer Privacy Act and related privacy legislation impacting organizational security strategies and compliance initiatives.

4) Learn about innovative security tools to detect and prevent data breaches.

5) Learn about strategies local organizations are implementing to address the evolving threat and compliance landscape.

6) Don’t miss the annual CISO Panel:

“When Info Security and Privacy Compliance Collide”

Visit the website for more information: https://events.bizzabo.com/214562/home

* Fees from $75 to $175; At-the-door $195; discounted rates end 09/05/19

** Registration fee covers breakfast, lunch, admittance to presentations, Ice Cream Social, networking event, and beverages throughout the day.
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